ESQUÍ / SNOW IN SIERRA NEVADA
Dates: Skiing Season 2021/22
Duration: One or several days
Place: Sierra Nevada
Description: Ski-Snowboard trips from one-day duration. Programmes are designed on

demand, according to clients’ necessities, for groups and individuals. Among other
services we offer: equipment rental (placed in Andalucía square, next to ticket offices and
just one minute away from Borreguiles Lift), technical ski wear rental, ski pass purchase,
classes-training with certified instructors, lunch at the pistes, accommodation, car park,
après ski activities, transport, travel insurance, etc. With us you can hire everything you
need during your visit to Sierra Nevada, so that it is the most comfortable and nice
possible.
Accommodation: We offer you a great variety of lodgings (hotels, inns, hostels,
apartments), depending on clients’ choice. Placed inside Sierra Nevada ski resort or
nearby. B&B, half or full board.
The following are some of the lodgings we can offer you in Sierra Nevada.
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El Ciervo Hostel**: Placed in Sierra Nevada Ski resort, half-

way up from Pradollano residential development, close to
Parador Chairlift first stop. It was built in 1985 and utterly
refurbished in 2001. The hostel has capacity for 193 people,
allocated in 52 rooms; 1 single-room and 51 multiple or
double-rooms, all of them with full bathroom. Furthermore,
it has at your disposal 90 extra beds for your
accommodation necessities.
All rooms feature air conditioning and television, in addition, El Ciervo Hostel has also a
restaurant.

Montesol Hotel**: Montesol Arttyco Hotel is placed

in Sierra Nevada ski resort and has a terrace with
views to the mountain. Rooms are tiled floored and
blue coloured walls. They all feature TV and full
bathroom. The hotel’s buffet-restaurant serves
international dishes. It also offers take-away meals.
In front of the hotel there is a bus stop which leads
you to Pradollano square, the centre of Sierra
Nevada. Granada is about 45 minutes by car.

Reino Nevado Hotel**: Placed 2.100m high in the ski

resort and over Pradollano square, it allows
magnificent views of the slopes and the hub of the
resort. The rooms are all exterior and fully equipped.
It has at your disposal multiple-rooms, ideal for
families and groups, a lounge with a great window
and a fire place -“Sierra Nevada lookout point”, a café
and a restaurant for 120 people.

Nevasur Hotel***: Placed in Sierra Nevada Ski resort,

only 150m away from Pradollano square, where the
lifts to go up to the slopes are located. It offers great
views of the slopes and the valleys which surround
the ski resort. All rooms are rustic style, fully
equipped and their bathrooms have bath and
hairdryer. In the hotel’s buffet-restaurant, with room
for 100 people, you can enjoy a great variety of products and dishes. It also has
a café, placed next to the lobby and the panoramic lounge. It has free WiFi
connection in common areas, a welcoming fire place, and free public parking
spaces nearby.

Telecabina Hotel**:

Placed in the heart of Sierra
Nevada Ski resort, just a few meters away from AlAndalus and Borreguiles lifts. It offers free wifi
connection in common areas. Rooms are plain but
big, with private bathrooms with hair-dryer. They
are also equipped with satellite TV, telephone and
safe box. At La Bodega restaurant you can enjoy
traditional dishes. There is also a bar and a TV room. The hotel has ski lockers
at your disposal.

GHM Monachil Hotel***:

Placed 150m away from
Parador chairlift first stop, next to Maribel slope. Fully
integrated in the slopes, being possible to go out and
arrive skiing to the lifts centre and to Pradollano
shops, and come back skiing from Borreguiles to the
hotel. It has 79 rooms, all of them outer -some of
them with balcony or terrace-, with bath or shower,
telephone, satellite TV, piped music and heating. Its
facilities also include buffet-restaurant, cafeteria,
lobby, sun terrace, disco pub, arcade, ski lockers and a health club with sauna,
whirlpool bath and massage service. There is also outdoor and indoor car park.

Santa Cruz Hotel***:

Placed on Sierra Nevada
road, km 22, at the heart of the National Park, just
about 10 minutes away from the ski resort. Thanks
to its placement and facilities the hotel is an
excellent holidays option for families and groups. It
has car park, restaurant, meeting hall for up to 200
people, free wifi connection everywhere, outdoor
swimming pool (summer months), cafeteria, pool table, table tennis table, TV
room, children’s park, Paint Ball zone, natural grass football field, pitch for
indoor football, basketball and tennis.

Montblanc Hotel***:

Placed at Pradollano
Square, next to the main lifts of Sierra Nevada
ski resort, makes it the best option to enjoy
Sierra Nevada. Its placement is perfect to
experience a comfortable stay. It has 46 rooms
distributed into 23 doubles, 1 individual, 1
junior suite and 21 multiple rooms fully
equipped with: air conditioning, wifi internet
connection, telephone, TV, safe box, desk and hair dryer. It also has a restaurant,
24 hours reception, room service, laundry and ironing service, luggage lockers,
ski lockers, cafeteria and lift.

Kenia Nevada Hotel****:

Placed in Sierra
Nevada, it currently provides a great innkeeper
offer consistent with what a winter sport lover
requires. Service quality has always been the
guideline for Kenia Nevada Hotel activity.
Alpine fabric of the establishment conveys both
warmth and comfortability. Wood, antiques
and noble materials define the interior design
of the Kenia, at the same time that its great placement is boosted at a privileged
site in Pradollano Development, with impressive views to Monachil valley and
just a few meters away from the mechanical lifts.

Melia Sierra Nevada Hotel****:

Placed
on the foot of the slopes of Sierra
Nevada Ski Resort, in Pradollano Square
-shopping and leisure hub-, just 100
meters away from the lifts. Beautifully
decorated with warm traditional high
mountain furniture, in which wood, stone
and warm colours predominate everywhere. Free access to Yhi Wellness Spa,
where you can relax after a full of snow day –swim caps and sandals not
included. Amazing well-balanced and nourishing buffet breakfast for skiers. It
has a complete 24hours gym, miniclub, fitness room, ski lockers and disco. It
offers a wide programme of activities for kids and adults. Public 24 hours car
park for 200 cars (not included).

Melia Sol y Nieve* Hotel***:

Situated
in Sierra Nevada Ski Resort, in
Pradollano Square -shopping and leisure
hub-, just 100 meters away from the lifts.
Fully refurbished in 2008, the hotel has a
spectacular YHI SPA of 2500m2 -costs
not included (swim caps and sandals not
included), 24hours full gym, modern
lobby, common zones, miniclub, arcade,

ski locker, 4 meeting & event rooms with capacity for 300 people; guest rooms
are magnificent, from which you can enjoy the best views of Sierra Nevada
mountains.

Inside Plaza Apartments:

Modern and
comfortable residential complex on the foot
of the slopes, in Andalucía Square. Recently
refurbished, all the apartments have central
heating,
plasma
TV,
fully
equipped
“kitchenette” style kitchens, with microwave,
fridge, toaster, Italian coffee maker, kettle,
juicer and varied kitchen utensils.
Apartments are provided with bed and bath clothes at your arrival. They have
wireless Internet access, ski locker and amazing views to the mountains and/or
slopes. Furthermore, the apartments are less than 5 minutes walking away from
the foot off the slopes, Al-Andalus lift and ski pass box offices. A great variety of
bars, restaurants and original shops surround our building. The access to the
apartments is very easy as Monachil building –where they are located- is placed
just above the main Sierra Nevada car park. We have apartments with room for
2 to 10 people.

Ziryab Hotel***: The hotel has 147 rooms of

diverse decoration. All of them have heating,
full bathroom with courtesy products, hair
drier, small fridge, telephone, satellite TV and
safe box (without additional cost). Most of
the rooms have magnificent views to the
valley or the mountain. Services: vaulted
ceiling restaurant with capacity for 200
people, cafeteria (opened from 16:00 to 23:35 pm), cozy halls, ski and luggage
lockers, changing rooms with showers for the check-out day, direct access from
-2 level of Andalucía Square public car park, free wifi zone in halls, laundry
service.
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